is well known for his accomplishments in early American applied science, as well as for his seminal role in AfricanAmerican science history. Historical and linguistic evidence suggests that his grandfather was of Wolof origin, and that his father was from the area between what is now Ghana and Nigeria. This cultural heritage may have emerged in some of his mathematical thinking.
The African Heritage of Benjamin Banneker Ron Eglash
In the preface to The Life of Benjamin Banneker,j his biographer, Silvio Bedini, introduces the historical importance of his subject by contrasting Banneker's lack of formal scientific training with his many accomplishments in mathematics, astronomy and instrumentation -in particular, his leading role in the land survey for the construction of Washington, DC. Bedini cautions his readers against the tendency to highlight Banneker's work on the basis of his race, noting the erroneous exaggerations that have detracted from the authenticity of those accomplishments, which are fully documented.
Implicit in Bedini's writing is an historiographic theory that there is a danger in mixing motivations. Bedini does not criticize black science history in general, and often cites the material generated through interest in Banneker's ethnicity as accurate, erudite, and of strong ethical grounding. But he implies that since an historian of early American science who did not know of Banneker's ethnic heritage would still be motivated to study his work, there is something lost by allowing the two motivations to collapse into one. This interaction is often focused on opposition to racist theories of biological determinism. In addition to Bedini's own personal stance, unfounded claims that Banneker was incapable of his mathematical achievements, and had stolen them from a white man, provided Bedini with the motivation specifically to oppose the racist view. Thus he persistently provides excerpts from historical descriptions suggesting innate intelligence: Banneker's African grandfather was 'a man of bright intelligence' ;2 his black mother was 'a woman of uncommon intelligence';3 and, as a youth, Banneker had a 'latent mechanical skill' and 'natural mathematical skill' that awaited the proper stimulus to be 'aroused'.' Bedini suggests that because Banneker saw few people other than his parents, sisters and some other relatives, he 'became more and more withdrawn into himself, and his senses became all the more alert to the world around him'. ' This portrait of a self-birthing man of science, with inherited talent, is in direct opposition to the racist fabrications of stolen accomplishments. There is nothing either inaccurate or unethical about Bedini's emphasis; it is just that the strategy of emphasizing genetics and independent thought results in a de-emphasis of any cultural contribution -including that of Africa. When I spoke to Bedini in 1993, he said that, since the book's publication, he had taken a strong interest in the possibility of African influence in Banneker's work, and he provided me with information throughout my field study in West Africa.
Clues to Banneker's Family Origins
Banneker's grandmother, Molly Welsh, was a young milkmaid in England when she was falsely accused of stealing milk and sentenced to seven years of indentured servitude in the province of Maryland. After serving her time, she was granted freedom and, having no money, she rented a small farm on tobacco credit. Although personally opposed to slavery (no doubt due in part to her own experience of it), she felt that she would have to purchase slaves herself to obtain the labour necessary to survive. So (probably around 1692) she bought two newly arrived slaves. One, named 'Bannaka', refused to work and, after he and Molly learned to communicate, apparently explained that his royal heritage as the son of a king made it improper for him to be a slave, or to convert to Christianity. Once she had repaid her loans, Molly freed both slaves and, defying the stringent miscegenation laws, Molly and Bannaka married in 1696.
The historical record leaves four clues to Bannaka's African origin. We have already noted his name and his royal heritage; we also have the time and place of the slave ship's arrival. In addition, there is consistent reference to the extremely dark colour of his skin.
Bedini told me that he had tried to track down Bannaka's name by phone calls, and that the only country which seemed to have corresponding name phonetics was Senegal, although no-one there seemed readily to identify it. On my arrival in Dakar, I found a sign for the now abandoned 'Bannekke Bar'. However, this turned out not to be a name, but a compound word in Wolof meaning 'the sweet place'. This may be derived from the word for the sweet nectar used to make palm wine, which the neighbouring Jola call Banuk, and perhaps ultimately from the Bainuk society, which inhabited the major palm-wine growing area before the Jola.
There is also a Wolof first name of Banne, which apparently has a semantic relation to the nectar term (something like the English female name 'Honey', inferring a sweet disposition from association with the sweet taste). There is no last name of Ka in Wolof, but there is in Peul. Since Wolof men are sometimes given their mother's first name, it would have been possible that Bannaka's name derived from a Wolof mother and a Peul father. Two factors cast doubt on this explanation. One is the royal heritage, which makes intermarriage between the two ethnic groups less likely during that time period. The other is Bannaka's extremely dark skin, which is associated only with the Wolof ethnic group in the Senegambian region.
A contemporary Wolof society (Figure 2) . Since an important role of the quincunx is in protective amulets for children, it is not unreasonable to suggest that Bannaka had drawn or fabricated the quincunx design before Benjamin's birth, passed on some idea of its religious significance to his family, and that Benjamin recalled the design in the dream. It was clearly part of Banneker's geometrical armoury. 
